GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

07/09/2017

HIGHLIGHT

"TE ANTER I TOBIÈ": CLOSING DAY
Last day of the feast "Te anter i tobiè" in Canazei. The event (that started
on the 7th of July), today will see (at 10.00 am) the holy mess at the San
Floriano Square, followed by folk music and local dishes. The "Tobiè"
feast, is one of the most important events of the valley and its traditions,
and this year the event celebrates its 21st anniversary. The simplicity of
the feast is present in each aspect of the local event, from the ancient
buildings converted to ateliers, to artisans at work: all these aspects
contribute to make the "Te anter i Tobiè" feast, an unmissable event, also
thanks to its gastronomic offer.

The "Forgian" is the symbol ot the feast of Canazei, gifting candies to kids and
entertaining people.

Today in the valley
CIAJEOLE IN MASK

CIAJEOLE SQUARE MOENA - FROM 10.00 AM
The ancient feast is the location of the yearly symposium of the
"Associazione dei mascherai alpini".

LEAFS' MUSEUM AT TARAMELLI

TARAMELLI HUT POZZA - 2.00 PM - 4.00 PM
Free creativity workshop for kids (info: 0039 348 2521066).

VALFASSA CONCERT

EVENTSPAVILLION CAMPITELLO - 9.00 PM
Vocal concert of the Valfassa chor, founded in 1965, directed by
Giuseppe Brigadoi.

Itineraries
IN VAL SAN NICOLÒ ON THE "STRADA DEI RUSSI"
This captivating itinerary starts from Pozza: to set off for Val San
Nicolò, leave the car at the car park Saùch and ascend along the
narrow wood that hides, on the left, the picturesque path “Strada
de Rusci”, so called because it was built by the Russian prisoners
during the first World War. Follow the path, which alternates flat
segments to moderate ascents, until you come across path n. 641 to
“Lach de Lauscel” (Lagusel Lake). Turn left and cross the stream
“Ruf de Sèn Nicolò” walking on the comfortable gangway above it
and enter the wood. The path continues descending to an alluvial
stony ground and then crossing the bed of the stream “Giaf”. Make
your way now to the dirt road of the last stretch of Val San Nicolò.
Going down to Baita Ciampié (1.826 m) you will reach the paved
street to Saùch car park (2,15 h).

The complete schedule of events is available in the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
JULY 10 9.00 AM - MOENA

THE FAIRY FOREST

DISCOVERING PLANTS AND FLOWERS ON A SENSORIAL TRACK.
ENROLLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (AGAINST PAYMENT).
JULY 10 9.45 AM - MOENA

NORDIC WALKING AT GARDECCIA
GUIDED TOUR DISCOVERING THE SURROUNDING. MEETING POINT
CIAMPEDIE. ENROLLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (AGAINST PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
Once upon a time, the inhabitants of Mazzin, Campestrin and
Fontanazzo could reach Val Gardena or Castelrotto along the steep
paths through the valleys Val Udai and Val di Dona, in order to
trade food and wares. Actually, they did not like these pathways,
and preferred to walk along the valley bottom and then ascend the
dirt roads departing from Pera and Campitello. Here there were
more frequented roads (that means less dangerous) and above all
not as inaccessible as the others to carry heavy wagon with
products, food and provender.

JULY 11 9.00 AM - CANAZEI

LET'S CLIMB TOGETHER
CLIMBING COURSE FOR KIDS (7-14 YEARS) WITH THE ALPINE GUIDES.

Initiatives reserved to guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment) enrolments required by the previous day at the Tourist Offices .
Activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board
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